
Innovation Vista Named Top CIO Service
Provider by CIO Bulletin Magazine

IT strategy group heads a list of

consulting firms specializing in Chief

Information Officer (CIO) services

HOUSTON, TEXAS, USA, February 21,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Innovation

Vista, an acclaimed leader in Chief

Information Officer (CIO) advisory

services, is proud to announce its

recognition as the Top CIO Service

Provider by CIO Bulletin Magazine. This

prestigious accolade was featured in

the magazine's February 2024 edition,

which highlighted the "5 Best CIO

Service Providers" of the year.

Jeff Roberts, CEO of Innovation Vista,

responded to the announcement,

saying “We are honored by this award,

focusing as it does on our core

expertise and services. I want to publicly thank our network of consultants, whose expertise and

passion for our clients pushed us to the top of this ranking.”

Innovation Vista has established itself as a leader in the field, offering a range of services that

empower clients to leverage technology for strategic advantage. The company specializes in

bridging the gap between business strategy and IT strategy, and its unique approach has earned

it widespread attention and honors in the industry.

CIO Bulletin Magazine, known for its insightful analysis and coverage of the latest trends in

technology, selects its top service providers based on criteria such as innovation, market

presence, competitive advantages, and client feedback. Innovation Vista's selection as the top

service provider underscores its exceptional service quality and its role as a thought leader in the

CIO consulting space.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://innovationvista.com/founder/


"Our focus has always been on delivering real, measurable business impact for our clients,"

added Roberts. "Being recognized by CIO Bulletin not only validates our efforts but also

motivates us to continue pushing the boundaries of what's possible in CIO advisory services."

Innovation Vista’s recognition in CIO Bulletin's "5 Best CIO Service Providers - February Edition

2024" is a notable achievement that highlights the company’s dedication to excellence and

innovation in the world of technology and business leadership.

For more information about Innovation Vista and their services, please visit

innovationvista.com.

About Innovation Vista

Innovation Vista is an IT consultancy providing Strategy & Leadership consulting to small and

midsize organizations:

IT Assessments & Due Diligence

Tech Strategy Roadmaps, including: Startup IT Strategy, Digital Transformation, Artificial

Intelligence

Virtual CIO services

Interim CIO services

Cybersecurity Consulting

Board/C-suite IT advisory

The firm has built a consulting network of nearly 400 successful former C-level IT leaders, from

which they choose the best fit for each client’s needs and tech vision, based on technical

expertise and industry experience.

They further empower these expert consultants with their award-winning Innovation framework

and a subscribed best-practices library of IT solutions to guide quick & insightful actions.  "100%

of the Expertise. A Fraction of the Cost ®".  "Innovate Beyond Efficiency ®".
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/689555100
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